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In the late 18th century, the first industrial revolution occurred, bringing steam power, commercial products, and
technology to essentials in people's daily lives. The glamorous time of urbanization was also to start. Hence, our commonly
used appliances and us - the users - strongly connect to each other. This thinking embellishes the idea that the
surroundings provoke emotions as we utilize the space.

People with a decent look reminisce on how instruments hide their complicated inner design with a delicate outer look.
However, the bathroom brings us the opportunity to take off all coverings and enjoy our simple yet true selves. The
murmur watering sound passing through the water pipelines could bring people back to the first revolution in which the
first industrial machine was born.
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The 6m2 compact space utilizes water pipe decor
and an inclined glass roof to reproduce the factory
scene in the last centuries. The section divides into
toilets, sink, and bathroom for many people to use
simultaneously.



"Babble," "Ding dong," and
"Whizzing." The familiar sound
comes to life from the industrial
eras, from the humming fan,
echoing our beloved mom's
lullaby. Our childhood these
days is neither spacious field nor
mountainous ranges, but the
recollection of the basis of
industrial growth.



1000mm x 1100mm freestanding shower
with dark glass doors takes the daylight
from the skylights. The EasySET shower set
uses a twist operation similar to the early
industrial machines giving a sense of
comfort and convenience. The walls are
mainly tiled with smooth black brick, a
subtle highlight in the wall storage
compartment, and the glass panel texture
separating the shower and toilet areas.



The toilet is detached simple,
and the main decoration is the
running water pipes.



Basin area is designed with double
sinks and many shelves for easy space
organization. The white-tiled walls next
to the sink are brighter than the entire
bathroom space to highlight the area.
In addition, decorative clocks are
attached to the movable wall,
increasing aesthetics as well as helping
to protect the belongings from the
water.







The space chooses a neutral color
that is warm, reminiscent of the
industrial machines of the past,
bringing comfort and warmness
when stepping into the bathroom
space.



Materials such as metal and wood are
repeated many times to bring the austere
feeling when users enter the room,
touching each object and using them.



KASTELLO 3-Hole Vessel Wash Basin

KASTELLO 3-Hole Basin Mixer with 
Pop-Up Drain

EasySET Exposed Shower Auto 
Temperature Mixer with Integrated 

Rainshower Kit

Aerozen G2 Toilet
Acacia Evolution Towel Shelf

Acacia Evolution Toilet Brush

The selected products have
classic strong lines, are used by
mechanical rotation, and are
easy to use to serve a variety of
audiences.


